**2020 EL Summer School:** For LEAs completing the **2020 EL Summer School program** during the 2020-2021 school year, report participation data using **E1708 PRIOR-YEAR-BILINGUAL/ESL-SUMMER-SCHOOL-INDICATOR-CODE** for students not reported in PEIMS Extended Year in August of 2020.

**2021 EL Summer School:** For LEAs completing the **2021 EL Summer School program** PRIOR TO the beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, report completion data using **E1028 BILINGUAL/ESL-SUMMER-SCHOOL-INDICATOR-CODE.**

**2021 EL Summer School:** For LEAs completing the **2021 EL Summer School program** during the 2021-2022 school year, report participation data using **E1708 PRIOR-YEAR-BILINGUAL/ESL-SUMMER-SCHOOL-INDICATOR-CODE** for students not reported in PEIMS Extended Year in August of 2021.